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The address of God to man or through man takes place, like everything in creation, according to
irrevocable spiritual laws. The different emphases and perspectives in the revelations result from the
divine basic aspects of order, will, wisdom, seriousness, patience, love and mercy, according to the
spiritual mentality of the one who receives the word of revelation. In and above all, however, love acts
as the bearer of all revelations, without which a true word of God is not possible.

Divine Revelation
My beloved sons and daughters, I send something fundamental ahead of My word of
revelation for today, which can open your eyes to be able to better judge and understand
yourselves and also other men. The latter, however, without succumbing to the temptation
to devalue or condemn.
Every human being lives on his own level of spiritual development, that is to say,
according to his own spiritual level of development, which however I did not
determine for him, but which is the result of his former lives and his present
incarnation. He thus has a very individual consciousness, as there is no other; and
he lives exactly in or under the circumstances which correspond to this, his
consciousness.
You cannot exchange your consciousness. If you want to act differently, you must
first develop a different consciousness, through your own decisions, because you
have free will. If you want to advance spiritually and thereby mature, it will be I who
will promote and accompany your development.
The law of spiritual attraction ensures that this principle functions faultlessly.
*
All suffering, calamity and misfortune, all worries, hardships and grief have their reason in
the fact that the way of love was abandoned. With this I tell you nothing new. But because
there is a difference only to hear about something and therefore to know or to transfer this
knowledge to one's own behaviour and therefore to the things that determine your life, I
want to lead you a little deeper into my wisdom and truth.
But I do not only show you the background, but - because you as My children have claim
to enlightenment and understanding - I also point you to the way, which leads out of every
dilemma, into which you have got because of ignorance, through wrong instruction and
unlawful behaviour, from the viewpoint of selfless love. I also offer you the solution and
remind you that I live as the strongest power of creation in everyone and accompany and
support him, if he wants, on his way to freedom.
Today I am deepening the theme of "feelings of guilt", which many of my children are
burdened with and make them ill, which is closely connected with the "fears" stirred up by
satanic forces, whose negative energies span your globe like a dark, almost impenetrable

cloud. Those who are afraid are easy to steer, to influence and to manipulate. From the
fact that I do not do such a thing, you should actually already recognise that someone is at
work here, who works against Me.
And for that again - your heart-logic must tell you this - there can only be one single
reason: To alienate you from Me! This has been happening for two thousand years,
strengthened by the fact that a picture of Me has been drawn and is still drawn by many of
your students and scribes, which has nothing whatsoever to do with My goodness and
mercy and with My love, forgiving everything.
One of the most sophisticated moves of evil was to paint a completely false and distorted
picture of himself as a "devil" or even to make you believe that he doesn't exist. Ridiculous
caricatures depicting a being with horns, tail and trident, but also other drawings and
descriptions that are not to be taken seriously, have diminished belief in real evil. Many
people have fallen into the trap of these heresies. Contributing to this was the fact that, for
lack of enlightenment, you adopted ideas from a time that were far removed from any
reasonable knowledge. In the technical field you have made progress, in the spiritual field
mankind, is in the Stone Age.
You can read the result of this trick in the state of your world; those who are a little more
courageous and honestly look at their own lives will also find sufficient evidence for the
indirect work of the dark forces, of which they knew nothing, or to which they did not pay
the necessary attention.
I remind you of the picture of the siege of a castle that I have used several times before.
You are the castle, the besiegers are those who want to invade you and harm you, for they
need your energy. Their intrusion cannot be completely prevented because you live in
matter, the domain of darkness; and all of you still have more or less weaknesses and
correspondences in you that resemble the unguarded windows and doors of your castle.
But you can defend yourselves with My help, My love power in you, and push back the
attackers. This will not only be necessary once, but again and again, whereby your
defensive power increases the more often you emerge as victor from a conflict - even from
the smallest skirmish.
However, this presupposes that you know about your loopholes and are alert enough to
recognise an attack or a temptation - even more clearly: That you know at all that there is
someone who wants something from you. Otherwise you are largely defenceless.
Transfer this image to your life. And if you are open and willing to learn a little more about
yourself, you will find that you have very often been besieged without noticing it; without
even knowing the reality of a spiritual siege. And that you therefore took part - had to take
part - in a "game" in which you would not have taken part, you would have been aware of
the connections and the possible consequences. Likewise, you would have rejected your
participation if you had recognised with already open spiritual eyes, the harmful satanic
forces that not only consist of impersonal energy fields, but very often face you as
personified beings.
Not knowing that evil is present at all times, and how it works, is it's greatest trump card!
*

The knowledge of your still-defectiveness must not tempt you, however, to withdraw like a
"snail into it's house". For the fact that you have fallen is no reason to remain lying there which would be very much in the interest of your opponent, though. Finally he
approached you to let you feel consciously or unconsciously that you are not worth
being loved by Me. And with a bad conscience, often enough connected with fears and
subsequently often with rebellion against Me or turning away from Me, the trap set up by
him is snapped shut.
But, my beloved, that is no reason for despair or abandonment of your efforts. Being
imprisoned can indeed be painful, pulling down and inhibiting you in your development, but
it only lasts a certain time. And - this is the truly good news for all who have been seduced
to such thinking and want to leave their prison: There is an absolutely sure way to get rid
of this bondage and again become a radiant and powerful son, a warm-hearted and
prosperous daughter of My Love. How fast such a release can take place, is up to you.
With the tactic of creating paralyzing feelings of guilt, the adversary plays out his second
greatest trump card, which he uses purposefully to counteract the striving for freedom of
My children. For otherwise he does not have much to oppose My teaching of love. He has
repeatedly watered the seeds, which he has sown since My work on earth, so that they
bring the greatest possible success. It went and goes then and when and where and
everywhere you, in the consciousness of a guilt - but also of an alleged guilt - no
longer dares to come to Me full of trust and with an open heart.
In this respect, the generation of feelings of guilt has almost the same effect as his
shouting out that there is no God. Because whether you avoid Me, or whether you do not
believe in Me: both result in you not going through your life with Me, and I therefore cannot
lead you as I wish for you, and as it would be good for you.
In such a case, so it seems to him, he has won. This may even apply for the moment, but
with regard to the goal, to which you strive, you have only made a small or also greater
detour; which nevertheless would not have to be, but lies in your free will. The seduction
has not brought you away from the goal. That is not possible at all. But your misconduct,
your wrong thinking, can make your life difficult; previous incarnations can have an effect
on the present incarnation, and it can burden you in further lives.
The picture of Me, your divine original source, transmitted to you, is based in many parts
on ideas that have determined the life of men in times long ago. They were fully engaged
in securing their survival by satisfying their basic needs. Their consciousness was not
sufficient [mature enough] for more. It then took a while before they began to think about
who or what determined their external circumstances of life, which were marked by natural
disasters, inexplicable blows of fate, accidents, diseases and much more. In their
ignorance, they attributed all this to supernatural powers, they created a world of gods for
themselves. Their pseudo-gods and goddesses - for they were nothing else – they
endowed with human qualities, with good and evil characters, as they were characteristic
of man himself.
In addition to positive traits, there were also those such as anger, vindictiveness,
intransigence, punishment and irreconcilability. In order to avoid future misfortune as far as
possible, it was necessary to stand well with the gods through sacrifice, submission or
worship, but in any case through absolute obedience. If and where this did not happen,
one had to fear the wrath of the gods. A submissive behaviour and the observance of the
rules, established by the caste of priests, according to their understanding of faith,

minimized the risk of being found guilty and punished by the pseudo-gods. But it did not
eliminate feelings of guilt and fear, which were always lurking somewhere in the
background because of a bad conscience, because often enough people still believed that
they had not behaved sufficiently docile and willing to make sacrifices towards the gods or
otherwise behaved in the wrong way. For misfortune and doom still existed.
A God as the highest authority of the visible and invisible creation, who embodied
the love that understood and forgave everything, was unknown.
Then I decided to come into the world myself after My incarnation had been announced for
centuries and prepared by My faithful. I corrected the false image of God which had been
ascribed a hardness far removed from any justice and reality; and still further away from
My eternally true being, who is selfless and unconditional love!
Thus was a new teaching - My Love Teaching - in the world. Do you believe that the
darkness has watched inactively as a new way of thinking spread, threatening it's work?
Mind you: Her work, not her existence itself, even if they saw it differently! For, I repeat
Myself and will do this until unity is restored: also the beings of darkness are My beloved
sons and daughters, whom I will bring back to Me. For here is their true, eternal home.
*
Because I Am Love, which cannot help but forgive, the question of whether I instill feelings
of guilt or am resentful should not actually arise at all. The fact that it nevertheless arises and in the case of countless people who are integrated into a church or religious
community with a corresponding doctrine of faith - shows the devastating extent of the
seduction.
Whoever considers the possibility or even teaches it as a firm component of faith, that I am
irreconcilable towards My children, who do not convert in time - that is before their
transition into ethereal worlds - and who furthermore says that I punish even one of My
creatures for his "unfaithfulness", under circumstances even with eternal damnation,
whose consciousness has been far, far restricted.
He is no longer able to perceive Me out of his inner being as goodness and mercy and to
speak of Me as an authority that is without any ifs and buts, the purest love. And when he
does it nevertheless, his words are hollow because they are not shaped by experience
with Me. Therefore he does not reach men and a profound, different thinking and resulting
decisions and steps in a new direction are missing. Feelings of guilt, which paralyze,
burden and make sick, are often the result. The affected person can neither see, nor find a
way out.
But the fact that I Am Love does not at the same time mean that a person cannot make
himself guilty. The question is only what you associate with the term "guilt".
On the basis of the wrongly transmitted image of God, people have attributed to Me the
same and similar qualities as they carry in themselves. As Jesus of Nazareth, I spoke of
the "Father", which, however, was and is not to be understood in such a way that it is "an
old man with a beard sitting on a throne". I used the image of the Father to correct the
prevailing idea of a strict God who, according to the faith of that time, pronounced
prohibitions and insisted on the rigorous and literal fulfillment of his laws, the observance
of which he supervised from his judgment seat.

In reality I Am much more; I Am also much more than just the "Father": I Am Everything! I
Am! Let him who can, grasp it.
As Creator I have enacted laws. The one who is disturbed by the term "laws", because he
feels restricted by it, perhaps gets along better with "guidelines". Without a principle of
order, no matter what name it bears, everything would have long since sunk into chaos.
But with the observance of My laws of creation, My power of love, which represents his
life, flows to everyone in unlimited measure and lets him grow and prosper in all eternity.
Because I, My creation and everything that lives in it, am infinite.
If the laws are not observed, the influx of My Love-Life-Power decreases. But this does not
happen because I personally - now I resort to your vocabulary - am angry, offended,
resentful, hurt, annoyed, disgusted, indignant or upset:
It is done according to My iron laws.
It is not caused by Me personally.
It is not a punitive measure on My part.
It changes absolutely nothing in My love for you.
But it ensures that you come to realize your misconduct.
It thus fulfils it's purpose to lead you back to the way of love.
If you refuse that this consequence becomes effective on and in you then you would also
have to refuse that My love flows towards you to an increased degree when you are close
to Me and live in my law of love. That would be an honest and heart-logical conclusion.
Where and what would you be then?
I give you a picture: If you don't pay attention to a traffic light that indicates "red" in traffic,
you are breaking a law. If a fine is imposed, you will be annoyed, but you will not
personally quarrel with the legislator - the policeman - who passed such a law for the
safety of all road users.
But why then do you quarrel with Me, when not I - but you - have transgressed a
commandment of My Love? And if I am not responsible for the effect of a cause which you
yourself have set, but you receive what you yourself have caused? Every being that enters
the earth is subject to the law of cause and effect. Without exception. This also applied to
Me as Jesus of Nazareth.
So if I am not "angry, offended, resentful ...", there is no reason to feel guilty towards Me.
For I have not found you guilty. On the contrary: I love you. It is you yourself who, due to
a wrong way of thinking, has charged and burdened yourself with feelings of guilt. More
precisely: You have been loaded and burdened.
If your fine is paid for not paying attention to the red traffic light, then the matter is over. No
civil servant or clerk will be resentful and will award you another debt when the account is
balanced again.
Should I do something like that? Does that fit into the picture you have of a loving father?
In your Scripture it says that I answered Peter when he asked "Lord, how often shall I
forgive my brother who sins against me? Seven times?” I answered: 'I tell you, not seven
times, but seventy times seven times'. Which of course was meant symbolically and

expressed that there was no upper limit for the number of forgiveness. Should I, who
taught such a thing and still teach today, act differently? Can I expect more from a son or
daughter than what I am willing to do Myself?
Use your mind, My beloved.
*
So what does "the account is cleared again" mean? When the commandment of love is
violated, one side of the balance is lowered - to a lesser or greater extent, depending on
the manner in which the opposite action is taken. Something is out of balance, harmony is
disturbed. One can then easily speak of "guilt", especially if it is a permanent or serious
offence against the commandment of love. To act as if nothing had happened, would be
tantamount to injustice, especially when others are also affected.
How does a "soul account" balance out again? Half the solution lies in the knowledge of
having acted wrongly. The remaining half is called repentance, asking for forgiveness and
reparation, if necessary and as far as possible.
And then? Then you are free, My child! Then from My side, there is absolutely nothing
more that can be regarded as guilt in any way. Only you yourself can delay or prevent this
process of liberation, which I would so like to tackle together with you. I know that your
soul longs for light and greatness and life. But I also know how much negative forces try to
prevent this liberation. Because a child who becomes conscious of My love, but also of the
powers and possibilities lying within himself, escapes the influence of darkness.
That is why it does everything it can to get men through a wrong image of God to step on
the spot in a figurative sense as far as their spiritual development is concerned. Who
burdens himself too long with feelings of guilt instead of coming to Me with it, to speak with
me and to ask Me for help, he stiffens inwardly. A bad conscience that was manipulated
with the intention to gag, always [continuously] generates fears. But with feelings of
helplessness and fear on his neck, and a merciless God waiting for you with a punishment,
it will be difficult to impossible for him to look positively forward, let alone to go forward.
Energies that want to hold him, have him firmly under control.
Guilt feelings that are triggered and intensified in this way are accompanied by physical
and psychological complaints. This is no wonder, because sensations and thoughts affect
your bodies to a far greater extent than your science and yourself assume. When diseases
occur, another satanic trap is set up: Namely to make Me responsible for it, especially
when man apparently makes such an effort to lay down his requests and desires for
recovery to Me in prayer.
What good would it do the soul of a man if I only freed him from his physical illness, but the
cause for it - which lies in his attitude towards Me - still exists? That is something like when
you fetch a repaired car from the workshop, but continue to drive with too little oil. The next
defect is pre-programmed.
That, My beloved sons and daughters, is not the royal road.
It consists first of all in correcting your false image of Me, in yourselves and regardless of
what other people - and they seem to be so learned - tell you. I Am the Love that

immediately forgives! I fully wrap you in My love at the moment when you come to Me
with an honest heart!
Go into your inner being, close your eyes, talk to Me. Do not search for beautifully
formulated words, just pour out your heart to Me. Immerse yourself in the feeling of infinite
security. Let go of all incriminating things, knowing that a guilt dissolves before Me when
the knowledge of wrongdoing is broken open and forgiveness is asked.
I have no waiting times. What has burdened you in ignorance of the truth in the past, I can
take from you now - when you come to My Heart.
Now, in this moment.
Repentance is something wonderful, even if you cannot understand it immediately. In
contrast to paralyzing feelings of guilt, repentance already carries the power within it that
encourages you and gives you the feeling that things are now going better again. It is, so
to speak, the fuel of your engine, which has been stuttering for a while, but which has now
prudently thought through itself and is ready to move again. I accompany you in this
process lovingly, caring, and protecting you.
When you have made your decision and taken this step, you already feel a relief. I took
something from your soul because you recognised a wrong behaviour and asked Me for
help. I have transformed what was dark before.
That does not mean that there may not be work to do. It depends on what the misconduct
has caused in your environment or in other people. But if your request for liberation is
honest, then you will want to do everything from your heart to make amends where
necessary. This is another step towards your freedom.
This includes asking for forgiveness from those who have been offended, injured or
harmed. This does not only have to happen materially. It also means forgiving those who
have guilt towards you. If you feel deeply into yourself, you will find in many a case that
you have let yourself be bound; that you have given others power over you - also and
above all, to your invisible seducers - because you did not know or did not heed the
wisdom of the word "The strength of the other always reflects my own weakness".
And finally: Forgive yourselves too.
When you have freed yourselves from the clutches of your false guilt, then announce My
love by encouraging others to follow the same path. But do not missionize! Proclaim My
love through the joy that you radiate and through your lived trust in Me, to whom you have
again found your way back.
It will now be easier for you to better understand the words spoken at the beginning, which
I repeat because of their importance:
Every human being lives on his own, that is to say according to his own psychicspiritual stage of development ... He thus has a quite individual consciousness as
there is no second anywhere; and he lives in exactly in or under the circumstances
that correspond to this, his consciousness ... If you want to act differently, you must
first develop a different consciousness, by your own decisions, because you have

free will. If you want to advance spiritually and thereby mature, it will be I who will
promote and accompany your development.
My infinite love accompanies you all the time.
Amen

